CITY OF RIFLE
PLANNING COMMISSION REGULAR MEETING
PUBLIC HEARING
October 29, 2019
Rifle City Hall – Council Chambers

6:00 PM

Workshop ~

Discuss Potential Amendments to the Zoning Code.

Regular Meeting
7:00 PM

Convene Regular Planning Commission Meeting

7:01 PM

Roll Call

7:02 PM

Approve September 24, 2019 Regular Planning Commission Meeting Minutes

7:05 PM

(Public Hearing)
CUP 2019- 02 124 W. 2nd Street
nd
• Located 124 W. 2 Street
The applicant is asking approval to allow living quarters for Ambulance Service.

7:20 PM

CUP 2019- 03 125 W. 4th Street (Remington Square)
(Public Hearing)
th
• Located 101-129 W. 4 Street
The applicant is asking approval for downtown design review for proposed new construction of
two adjacent single story buildings at Remington Square 125 W. 4th Street.

7:40 PM

Sketch Plan Residential 2019-01 Pioneer Mesa Filing 2
(Public Hearing)
• Located North of Pioneer Mesa Filing 1 (Pioneer Way and W. 2nd Street)
The applicant is asking approval of a Sketch Plan for Pioneer Mesa PUD Filing 2, showing the
proposed subdivision of approximately 28.76 acres into 79 lots, zoned LDR-PUD (Low Density
Residential – Planned Unit Development).

8:20 PM

Changing the November 26, 2019 Planning and Zoning Meeting to December 3, 2019 and
cancelling the December 31, 2019 Planning and Zoning Meeting.

8:25 PM Member Comments and Adjournment
The order and times of agenda items listed above are approximate and intended as a guideline for the
Planning Commissioners.
Next Regular Planning Commission Meeting: TBD

REGULAR PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
Tuesday, September 24, 2019

Prior to Planning Commission Meeting:
Planning Workshop 6:00 p.m.
Chair Marantino called the Regular Planning Meeting to order at 7:02 p.m.
Chair Marantino led the Planning Commission and audience in the Pledge of Allegiance.
MEMBERS PRESENT AT ROLL CALL
Marantino, Caldwell, Rogers, Steffen, Villasenor, Pettinger, Roberts and Damuth
OTHERS PRESENT
Planning Director Nathan Lindquist, Planner Brian Rusche, Planning Administrative Assistant Charlotte
Squires, City Attorney Richard Peterson-Cremer, Ch. 10 Michael Churchill, John Savage, Josh Gomez,
April Halbert(sp), Hal Hultquist, Cheryl Talbot
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Commissioner Caldwell moved to APPROVE minutes from the August 27, 2019 Regular Planning
Commission Meeting with corrections to page 1 under Members Present at roll call to remove Fuller, and
page 3 to remove the duplicate comment by Commissioner Rogers “Commissioner Rogers asked about the
comments from~” and spelling corrections Civil Engineer not Civic. Commissioner Steffen seconded the
motion. The motion CARRIED with the following vote:
ROLL CALL: Yes- Marantino, Caldwell, Pettinger, Steffen, Villasenor, Rogers, and Roberts
Abstained SKETHC/PRELIM SUBDIVISION 2019-2
The Chair called the Applicant(s) -

NORTH PASTURES F6 LOTS 15-18

John Savage

Confirmed Public Notice was met.
PURPOSE
The applicant requests approval of a Sketch/Preliminary Plan for a re-subdivision of Lots 15-18 of the North
Pasture Filing 6 Subdivision (a re-subdivision is reviewed as a major subdivision). The subdivision would
create a total of eight (8) lots, each approximately 3600 square feet in area, for single-family “patio” homes
APPLICANT PRESENTATION
Mr. Savage explained in North Pasture Filing 6, there are four (4) lots that were recently plated as single
family lots. When the infrastructure was being done double water and sewer services were put in for the lots.
He has decided to go with smaller lots, and asking to split the four (4) lots into eight (8) lots. The cost of the
subdivision was pretty stagnant, and trying to get some homes under $300,000 range and this is about the
only way to do that and asking the re-subdivision of the four (4) lots be approved.
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STAFF REPORT

Planner Brian Rusche
went through the Staff report explaining this project meets the
requirements of the code and all of the characteristics of North Pastures.
Staff recommends that Planning Commission recommend APPROVAL of SKETCH/PRELIM
2019-2 with the following conditions:
1. Staff comments shall be incorporated into the project for the Final Plat application.
2. Provide GIS information before the final plat is recorded.
PUBLIC COMMENT: OPENED 7:12p.m. / CLOSED 7:15p.m.
Chair Marantino swore in April Leona Halbert(sp)
Ms Halbert(sp) mentioned she wanted to talk about 1999.
Chair Marantino asked Ms. Halbert(sp) if she had anything to discuss regarding the project of North
Pastures Filing 6.
Ms. Halbert(sp) replied yes, but it goes a lot deeper issues we need to discuss. With the interstate traffic
and everything; “I am an enforcer, this is Honey Enterprise speaking”
Chair Marantino asked Ms. Halbert(sp) again if she had anything to say regarding North Pastures Filing 6
Ms. Halbert(sp) replied I think I will let my boss do the rest of the talking (pointing to Mr. Savage).
(Note – April does not nor has she ever worked for Mr. Savage).
Chair Marantino asked if there was anyone else in the public audience that wished to comment on North
Pasture Filing 6. Seeing none the public comments were closed.
COMMISSION QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS
Commissioner Villasenor asked if building the little patio homes verses keeping them bigger and putting
duplexes seems to be better given lot prices than building as you go.
Mr. Savage replied that a duplex is two (2) residential units owned by the same person, under current
national financing scenarios is almost imposable to get financed, unless you have enough cash. Like on 17th
Street where we did a town home where you own your foot print, and jointly owned by the town
homeowners, and then the home owners associations with some size makes sense but when you are talking
about two (2) units, it becomes more difficult. North Pastures Filing 6, there are not covenants and no
homeowners association. That is what we were considering when we first started the project and after
kicking it around we feel the single lots with smaller homes was the best fit and still have the same number
of units.
COMMISSION DISCUSSION
No further discussion
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Motion Made:
Commissioner Rogers moved to APPROVE SK/Preliminary Plan 2019-2 North Pastures F-6 Lots 15-18
with Staff’s recommendations Roberts seconded the motion. The motion CARRIED with the following
vote:
ROLL CALL: Yes- Marantino, Caldwell, Pettinger, Steffen, Villasenor, Rogers, and Roberts
SKETHC/PRELIM SUBDIVISION 2019-3

WILLOW RANCH F-3

The Chair called the Applicant(s) - Hal Hultquist,
Confirmed Public Notice was met.
PURPOSE
The applicant requests approval of a Sketch/Preliminary Plan to subdivide two (2) parcels into 13 duplex lots
and to amend the existing zoning of Tourist Commercial (TC) with a Planned Unit Development (PUD) for
the remaining 26 dwelling units previously approved within the Willow Ranch Subdivision.
APPLICANT PRESENTATION
Mr. Hultquist explained the project is part of Willow Ranch PUD and acquired the two vacant lots and
about 30 of the existing units five (5) to six (6) years ago and the thought was to always develop the lots out
as duplexes but the economy has not allowed building the units. We have now been able to get the numbers
to work and are excited to get started with the project. There are thirteen (13) lots and twenty-six (26) units
as duplexes; a re-design, the original design was manufactured homes, these are going to be stick built homes
and the footage will be just over 1,500sf of livable space. The price point will be within the market values.
STAFF REPORT

Planner Brian Rusche
went through the Staff report explaining the change of design varies
slightly form the original plans constructed in the first two phases. Lots 14, 28, and 30 are
requesting modified setbacks to accommodate the units.
•
•
•

Lot 14, which borders Government Creek, is requesting a rear-yard setback of approximately 11 feet
along the irregular boundary, while keeping the building pad outside of the floodplain.
Lot 28 is requesting a front yard setback of approximately 11 feet (minimum is 15 feet in TC) in
order to maintain a larger rear yard space, consistent with the other units.
Lot 30 is requesting a less than 3 foot encroachment of the corners of the unit along the front yard,
owing to the curvature of the street. Both Lot 28 and 30 would maintain sufficient parking with the
redesign to two car garages.

Staff recommends that Planning Commission APPROVE the Sketch/Preliminary Plan for Willow Ranch
Filing 3 and recommend to Council the rezone of Parcels A2 and B2 to a Planned Unit Development (PUD)
with the following conditions:
1. Setbacks shall be as shown on the site plan(s) as modified from the TC (Tourist Commercial) Zone
and incorporated into the PUD.
2. Provide engineering analysis on existing public infrastructure prior to recording a Final Plat.

Staff recommends that Planning Commission recommend APPROVAL of SKETCH/PRELIM
2019-3 with the following conditions:
1. Staff comments shall be incorporated into the project for the Final Plat application.
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2. Provide GIS information before the final plat is recorded.
PUBLIC COMMENT: OPENED 7:30 p.m. / CLOSED 7:42 p.m.
Chair Marantino called up the public to speak Josh Gomez – was not sown in.
Mr. Gomez explained he lives in one of the existing units and asked about the current HOA and wanted to
know if the HOA guidelines would continue with the new development.

replied that is not an issue before planning commission; that
would be more private conversation between the HOA and Developer.
City Attorney Richard Peterson-Creamer

Mr. Hultquist
Mr. Gomez

replied he would be happy to visit with Josh regarding the HOA
thanked Mr. Hultquist

COMMISSION QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS
Commissioner Pettinger
traffic light.

asked about the increase of traffic, and is there discussion regarding another

Planning Director Nathan Lindquist replied CDOT would not allow a light at that intersection; the plan is
getting a traffic light at 30th Street. For the pedestrian the plan is to get better connections from Willow
Ranch through the north-side with the trail system. I t is not really clear that is public, maybe getting better
signage to let pedestrians know they can walk up there. Once there is a light at 30th Street there would be
more reason to walk up to 30th Street. There are plans to do a sidewalk from 26th Street down to 24th Street on
the west side or Hwy 13 so you can get down to the 24th Street stop light.
Commissioner Rogers asked if it is Government Creek that runs through/behind the property and when was
the last time the creek flooded.
Mr. Hultquist replied yes, the creek has not flooded in that area since he has owned the property. All the
units are out of the flood plain as that was a requirement.
Chair Marantino asked whether, after looking at the designs, all the homes basically going to be the same.
Mr. Hultquist replied there are three (3) basic floorplans within the basic same type of structure. The
changes are all on the interior, the windows on the outside stays the same. There are three (3) different room
designs, 1) master bedroom upstairs and a master bedroom downstairs, 2) a master bedroom upstairs and two
(2) bedrooms downstairs 3) a master bedroom downstairs and 2 bedrooms upstairs. This allows to a broader
audience
Commissioner Steffen asked if all of the existing infrastructure was good to go.
Planner Rusche replied yes, at the time of final plat testing will be done to make sure everything still
works and that all the water and sewer lines are without any damage. There is some patching on the road
that will be addressed. With the entire infrastructure already existing is what helps this project to progress
quickly from sketch plan to final.
Mr. Hultquist replied he has been working with the City of Rifle Public Works Department and should have
that taken care of shortly.
Commissioner Rogers

asked when they plan on starting up construction.

Mr. Hultquist replied they are going to City Council the 16th and once approved hope to start building one
of the duplexes immediately.
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Chair Marantino asked if there was anyone else that wished to speak regarding the matter at hand, seeing
none the public hearing is now closed.
Chair Marantino

asked the applicant if he had any closing comments.

Mr. Hultquist replied he feels it is straight forward, this will be a good addition to the community and the
designs are an improvement over the last ones, for now two (2) cars can be parked in the garages. There is
additional parking along the street that was cut in when the property was originally built.
COMMISSION DISCUSSION
No further comments
Motion Made:
Commissioner Pettinger moved to APPROVE SK/Preliminary Plan 2019-3 Willow Ranch F-3 with Staff’s
recommendations Steffen seconded the motion. The motion CARRIED with the following vote:
ROLL CALL: Yes- Marantino, Caldwell, Pettinger, Steffen, Villasenor, Rogers, and Roberts
Motion Made:
Commissioner Villasenor moved to RECOMEND to City Council to APPROVE the rezoning to Tourist
Commercial PUD Rogers seconded the motion. The motion CARRIED with the following vote:
ROLL CALL: Yes- Marantino, Caldwell, Pettinger, Steffen, Villasenor, Rogers, and Roberts
COMMENTS & ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 7:40 p.m.

Dustin Marantino, Chairman

Date

Charlotte Squires, Planning Administrative Assistant

Date
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DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
202 Railroad Avenue, Rifle, CO 81650
Phone: 970-665-6490

MEMORANDUM
TO:
City of Rifle Planning Commission
FROM:
Brian Rusche, Planner II
DATE:
October 25, 2019
SUBJECT: Downtown Land Use Review
ADDRESS: 124 W. 2nd Street
CASE #:
CUP-2019-02
APPLICANT: Michael Johnson, d/b/a MWJ LLC
I.

REQUEST

The applicant requests permission to use a portion of the building at 124 W. 2nd Street
for an ambulance parking bay, along with an associated on-site residential unit.
II.
LOCATION AND ZONING
The property is the office for Johnson Construction. It is located on the north side of W.
2nd Street midway between Railroad Avenue and West Avenue. This is part of the
Second Street Mixed Use neighborhood of the Central Business District.

III.

APPLICANT PROPOSAL

The applicant proposes to remodel a 2400 square foot portion of the current Johnson
Construction office (formerly Timberline Sporting Goods) in order to provide ambulance
parking and living quarters. The ambulance is a private company which contracts with
Grand River Health. Their requirements include being within 10 minutes of the hospital
in South Rifle, as well as living quarters for the crew.
While the ambulance is providing a public service, it is a private venture in a private
building. The use table for the downtown does not anticipate this combination of uses.
Pursuant to Section 16-18-1010, the Planning Director has the discretion to determine
the category of the use or to defer the decision to the Planning and Zoning
Commission. Pursuant to Section 16-18-1220, the Planning Director may defer
decision-making authority regarding any proposal to the Planning and Zoning
Commission whenever the purpose and intent of this Article would be better interpreted
by the Planning and Zoning Commission and through a public hearing.
The proposed use is unique enough to warrant a review by the Planning Commission,
without setting a precedent for either the property or the use table going forward.
IV.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The building at 124 W. 2nd Street was constructed in 1933 and is approximately 7400
square feet. It is recessed from the street and has overhead doors which open directly
onto 2nd Street. The property was purchased by Johnson Construction at the beginning
of the year (2019) and has been remodeled into offices for that business. There
remains +/- 2400 square feet of open bay space, which is where the proposed
ambulance would be parked and the living unit created (see outline on photo below).
BUILDING PHOTO

In 2011, a new zoning code was established for the downtown, implementing the 2008
Downtown Master Plan. The City of Rifle’s goal for the downtown is a vibrant, walkable
place with a mix of businesses and residences. Several regulations in the Central
Business District are unique from other areas of the City. They are meant to ensure
that new development accomplishes the downtown vision.
V.

REVIEW CRITERIA AND STAFF DISCUSSION
SECOND STREET MIXED USE SUB-DISTRICT

The Second Street Mixed Use Sub-District requires that projects be evaluated
with the following criteria: (Section 16-18-420) Staff discussion follows each question.
a. Do the proposed land uses contribute to the desired dynamic, mixeduse character of the sub-district?
The proposed land use is limited in scope and utilizes an existing structure.
b. Does the project take advantage of the potential to assemble lots to
develop larger-scale uses?
The proposal utilizes an existing structure that would otherwise be vacant.
c. Does the project have an appropriate level of density/intensity to foster
a high level of activity along Second Street and throughout the
downtown?
The office conversion has created activity along Second Street; the proposed use
includes a residential unit (for the ambulance crew) that would augment this activity.
d. Does the project encourage people to gather in this area of the City and
create a pedestrian-oriented atmosphere?
No; however, the building is set back far enough from the street to not interfere with
pedestrians who already use this block.
e. Where applicable, does the project extend Second Street and Park
Avenue consistent with the circulation plan contained in the 2008
Downtown Master Plan?
N/A
f. Does development along Rifle Creek relate to the creek by creating
strong visual connections and providing a comfortable pedestrian
environment along the creek front trail?
This project is not located adjacent to Rifle Creek; this criterion does not apply.

g. Does development adjoining priority preservation site complement
those sites and set them apart in a visually attractive and respectful
manner?
The adjacent building to the west also has overhead doors and was at one point a
fire station; the proposed use is similar but set back from the street to reduce
impacts to pedestrians.
PLANNING COMMISSION REVIEW
Since the Planning Director has deferred a decision about this land use to the Planning
Commission, the Planning Commission shall review the application pursuant to the
following criteria, used for other applications to the Commission: (Section 16-5-280)
(1) Conformance of the proposal with this Code;
The Planning Commission has the authority as described earlier to make this decision.
(2) The compatibility of the proposal with the character of the surrounding area,
including but not limited to the architectural character of the neighborhood, the
average lot and building sizes in the neighborhood, and the relative value of the
proposed structure to the value of other structures in the neighborhood.
Second Street has not yet seen the type of redevelopment anticipated by the downtown
plan. This particular building, however, remains viable and was recently converted into
office space, closing one of the overhead doors in the process. The proposal to utilize
the remaining bay adds to the value of the building itself, until such time as additional
redevelopment along this block is viable.
(3) The desirability for the proposed use in the specific area of the City;
The location of a professional ambulance and trained crew downtown, even though
private, enhances the safety of the overall community.
(4) The potential for adverse environmental effects that might result from the
proposed use;
No servicing of the ambulance will be permitted at this location; such service must be
done at an approved vehicular service facility (i.e. Jiffy Lube). Also, as a contract
ambulance for Grand River Health, it will provide primarily transport services, meaning it
will not be “lit up” at all hours of the night responding to emergencies as a traditional fire
station use might. Therefore, the adverse environmental effects have been mitigated.
(5) Compatibility of the proposed use and the site (or subdivision) plan with the
Comprehensive Plan;
The Comprehensive Plan envisions a variety of services, including health care, to
complement the development of the community.
(6) The potential impact of the proposed use upon the value of property and
buildings within the surrounding area; and
The project would add value by utilizing an existing building that would otherwise remain
vacant.

(7) Conformance of the proposal with the approval requirements concerning
water and sewer tap availability for high volume use requests pursuant to Section
13-4-120 of this Code, if applicable. N/A
DISCOURAGED LAND USES
While the proposed use is not explicitly permitted (rather than “discouraged”), the
following criteria are used prior establishing said use and will aid in the Commission
making a determination regarding the use (Section 16-18-1260):
(1) Are preferred uses reasonably available for the site instead of the discouraged
use?
(2) The establishment, maintenance or operation of the discouraged use will not
create a nuisance for neighboring uses or substantially reduce the values of
other property (elements under consideration include buildings, outdoor storage
areas and equipment, utility structures and mechanical equipment, building and
paving coverage, vehicular and pedestrian access and circulation, vehicular
parking and loading, landscaping and screening, lighting, glare, dust, signage,
views, noise, odors, noxious emissions and other conditions not typical of land
uses in the same zoning sub-district).
The requirements for the ambulance station include quick access (less than 10 minutes)
to Grand River Health hospital in South Rifle. This location is one block from to the
recently reconstructed Centennial Parkway and the bridge to South Rifle. As discussed
earlier, this station will not be like a typical fire station and will likely be inconspicuous to
most of the downtown.
The recent purchase and remodel of the remainder of the building proved the viability
additional office space, which generates foot traffic to stores and restaurants, within the
downtown area. However, there is not yet the demand, particularly along Second
Street, for the type of use that would convert an existing garage space (such as an
entertainment hall). Therefore, making use of the space in the interim is a good
strategy to continue to encourage investment into downtown buildings.
VI.

RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that Planning Commission APPROVE the use of approximately 2400
square feet of 124 W. 2nd Street for an ambulance parking bay along with an on-site
residential unit, with the following conditions:
1) The bay may not be used for any vehicle storage other than ambulance service. No
vehicle maintenance is permitted for any vehicle including the ambulance.
2)
If the ambulance service is removed, the City has the right to remove the curb cut
and/or prohibit future use of the curb cut on Second Street.

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
202 Railroad Avenue, Rifle, CO 81650
Phone: 970-665-6490

MEMORANDUM
TO:
City of Rifle Planning Commission
FROM:
Brian Rusche, Planner II
DATE:
October 25, 2019
SUBJECT: Tier II Design Review for Remington Square
ADDRESS: 125 W. 4th Street
CASE #:
CUP-2019-03
APPLICANT: Richbuilt of Rifle LLC
I.

REQUEST

The applicant requests permission to construct a one-story retail building, approximately
9428 square feet, adjacent to the existing Remington Square.
II.

LOCATION AND ZONING

Remington Square is located between Railroad Avenue and West Avenue, on the south
side of W. 4th Street. This entire block is located within the “Historic Core”
neighborhood of the Central Business District.

Remington Square

III.

APPLICANT PROPOSAL

The applicant proposes to construct two retail buildings (atop existing parking) along W.
4th Street, each 4826 square feet which will be attached by a covered arcade (for a total
of 9428 square feet). The building(s) would contain up to eight (8) retail shops,
approximately 1200 square feet each. Between the new shops would be vehicular
access (one way) with parallel parking, along with a redesigned parking lot west of the
existing building.
SITE PLAN

The proposed site plan shows access between the new and existing buildings via a
one-way access off Railroad Avenue. The precise details of the site plan will need to be
coordinated with the design work that the City is undertaking along Railroad Avenue. In
addition, specific dimensional standards may impact exact parking design/location.
These details will be coordinated with Planning and Public Works staff, pending the
outcome of this request.

BUILDING ELEVATIONS

IV.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Remington Square was constructed in 1955 and is 14,560 square feet on two levels
(9075 sf on level one). In 2009, a proposal known as “Central Square” was made for a
three-story mixed-use building in front of the existing structure, stretching along W. 4th
Street. It did not receive final approvals or entitlements and was not constructed.
In 2011, a new zoning code was established for the downtown, implementing the 2008
Downtown Master Plan. The City of Rifle’s goal for the downtown is a vibrant, walkable
place with a mix of businesses and residences. Several regulations in the Central
Business District are unique from other areas of the City. They are meant to ensure
that new development accomplishes the downtown vision.
The Remington Square property was purchased this fall (2019) and the new owners
have made a proposal, which triggers one specific regulation that requires a decision to
be made by Planning Commission:
•

One-story building (discouraged element). The zoning code for the downtown
lists one-story buildings as a “discouraged” design element. The City
encourages multi-story buildings because they create the density necessary for a
vibrant downtown. However, the zoning code recognizes that in some cases a
one-story development may result in benefits and should be allowed. (Section
16-18-820 – Building Height)

V.

REVIEW CRITERIA AND STAFF DISCUSSION
HISTORIC CORE SUB-DISTRICT

The Historic Core Sub-District requires that projects be evaluated with the
following criteria: (Section 16-18-220) Staff discussion follows each question.
a. Does the project enhance the Historic Core as the cultural center of the
community and/or complement existing cultural amenities (e.g. historic
theater, the museum and the historic post office)?
The project would add retail space to the Historic Core, enhancing downtown as a
hub of commercial activity for the community.
b. Does the project contribute to and enhance the western small-town
charm of the Historic Core?
The project would add retail space to the Historic Core, enhancing the variety of
shops that is an integral part of the western small-town charm.
c. Does the project help preserve and sensitively restore historic
buildings?
Remington Square is a mid-century structure that would be preserved.
d. Does the project help preserve and restore the City’s historic building
pattern with complementary infill development?
The existing parking lot serving Remington Square represents underutilized space
within the Historic Core. The project would add complementary infill development.
e. Do the intensity, scale and overall design of the project enhance the
pedestrian friendliness of this area?
The proposed shops will be built up to the sidewalk, allowing pedestrians to browse
and shop in an area previously used only for parking. In addition, the proposed
entrances, which are at angles to the intersections, and proposed plaza along
Railroad Avenue further contribute to the pedestrian friendliness of this area.
f. Does the project preserve and complement historically representative
structures?
Remington Square is a mid-century structure that would be preserved; however its
architecture is very utilitarian. The proposed color scheme of the new structures is
more modern than other buildings downtown and utilizes a unique color palate that
incorporates brick veneer, wood siding, painted stucco, and corrugated metal, along
with metal awnings and parapets.

TIER II REVIEW
Since the Building Height automatically triggers a Tier II Review, the Planning
Commission shall review the application pursuant to the criteria listed in Section
16-18-1240:
a. The project is consistent with the 2008 Downtown Master Plan and the
Comprehensive Plan.
The Downtown Master Plan identified a “somewhat limited retail supply” which remains
true today. This project is consistent with the goal of enhancing Rifle in general and the
downtown in particular as a regional center for retail, services, and entertainment.
b. The project contributes to the City's goal of enhancing the Central
Business District as a vibrant, pedestrian-oriented and mixed-use
environment as described in Section 16-18-20 of this Article.
The project would add pedestrian oriented retail space to an otherwise vehicle
dominated frontage along W. 4th Street.
c. The project will not impede the development and improvement of
surrounding property in the manner intended by this Article.
The project would occupy underutilized parking for Remington Square, while
preserving the existing on-street parking. The project will provide new pedestrianoriented shopping experiences, extending the reach of “main street” (3rd) to an
additional block and connecting with cultural amenities, such as the new Ute Theater.
Planning Commission shall also consider the following criteria: (Section 16-5-280)
(1) Conformance of the proposal with this Code;
The project is following the prescribed “Tier II” review process per code.
(2) The compatibility of the proposal with the character of the surrounding area,
including but not limited to the architectural character of the neighborhood, the
average lot and building sizes in the neighborhood, and the relative value of the
proposed structure to the value of other structures in the neighborhood.
The project would add retail shops to an underutilized parking lot, thereby adding value
to the property and the community. The building size is actually taller than the existing
Remington Square structure, which is approximately 25 feet on the west side with two
levels. The proposed building(s), with a top of ceiling height of 24 feet and an overall
façade height, including metal trim, of 33.5 feet, will effectively hide much of the existing
structure. This will certainly change the frontage along W. 4th Street, but may impact
tenants of the existing building.

The architectural character could be described as modern in comparison to the existing
mid-century structure and certainly when compared to significant historical structures
(such as the post office); however, it contains several of the key elements to pedestrianfriendliness, including doors that open onto the sidewalk, shopfront windows, a mix of
materials, and high ceilings inside the shops.

(3) The desirability for the proposed use in the specific area of the City;
The project would add retail space to the Historic Core. The downtown is a hub of
commercial activity for the community and the variety of shops is part of the smalltown charm.
(4) The potential for adverse environmental effects that might result from the
proposed use; Replacing an existing parking lot with a new structure is a more efficient
use of existing infrastructure.
(5) Compatibility of the proposed use and the site (or subdivision) plan with the
Comprehensive Plan;
This project is consistent with the goal of enhancing Rifle as a regional center for retail,
services, and entertainment.
(6) The potential impact of the proposed use upon the value of property and
buildings within the surrounding area; and
The project would add retail shops to an underutilized parking lot, thereby adding value
to the property and the community.
(7) Conformance of the proposal with the approval requirements concerning
water and sewer tap availability for high volume use requests pursuant to Section
13-4-120 of this Code, if applicable. N/A

DISCOURAGED DESIGN ELEMENTS
Building or site design elements listed as "discouraged" in this Article shall be reviewed
in accordance with the following (Section 16-18-1270):
(1) Is consistent with and appropriate to the overall design of the project;
(2) Does not detract from the overall appearance or function of the project;
(3) Does not detract from or diminish the visual or functional quality of any
preferred element used in the project;
A variety of unique design elements are incorporated into this project, in order to give
the appearance of individual structures, but with a consistent theme. The applicant has
worked with staff to address many of the requirements applicable to the “Historic Core”
subdistrict and its accompanying design tables (Section 16-18-230 and -240). These
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A minimum 40% brick on the Railroad Ave and 4th Street facades (alluvial light in color)
A maximum of 30% stucco (painted alabaster white accented by silvermist gray)
An articulated cornice (note the chesnut wood stain and corrugated metal siding on the
upper portion of the building)
Metal awnings
High floor-to-ceiling heights (minimum 13 feet)
Accent lighting along the existing building which is blue rather than clear (if OK with the
Commission – see concept to the right)

However, as noted earlier, the architectural character could be described as more
modern than any of the existing structures located downtown. Therefore, it can become
a subjective (rather than objective) exercise in determining “compatibility”.
More to the point, this section of the code, and the primary objective of this Commission
review, is to determine if a one-story building “does not detract” from the overall
appearance of the downtown, specifically the Historic Core.
Since the site has contained a parking lot for over half a century, the answer is clearly
that the proposed development would enhance the downtown overall and this block in
particular.
(4) Is consistent with the purpose and intent of the Central Business District as
described in Section 16-18-20 of this Article;
The project would add pedestrian oriented retail space, within walking distance of
3rd Street and the Ute Theater.
(5) Is consistent with the described purpose, intent and character of the
applicable sub-district; and

The project’s compatibility with the “Historic Core” (Section 16-18-220) is described
earlier in this report.
(6) "Prohibited" elements may be determined to be "discouraged" if the long-term
master plan for the site will remedy the "prohibited" element. (Ord. 11 §15, 2011)
The proposed blue LED lighting on the existing
building is inconsistent with the Section 16-8-70 –
Exempt Signs: Displays of string lights, provided that:
a. They are decorative displays which only outline or
highlight landscaping or architectural features of a
building. b. They are steady burning, clear,
noncolored bulb lights. No blinking, flashing,
intermittent changes in intensity or rotating shall be
permitted unless in conjunction with holiday
decorations. c. They shall not be assembled or
arranged to convey messages, words, commercial
advertisements, slogans and/or logos.
VI.

RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that Planning Commission APPROVE the construction of a one-story
retail building, approximately 9428 square feet, adjacent to the existing Remington
Square, with the following conditions:
1) The applicant will need to submit a site plan for administrative review by the City.

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
202 Railroad Avenue, Rifle, CO 81650
Phone: 970-665-6490
MEMORANDUM

TO:
City of Rifle Planning Commission
FROM:
Nathan Lindquist, Planning Director
DATE:
October 21, 2019
SUBJECT: Pioneer Mesa Filing 2 – Sketch Plan
ADDRESS: TBD – North of Pioneer Mesa Filing 1 (Pioneer Way and W. 2nd St.)
CASE #:
Sketch Plan Residential 2019-01
APPLICANT: Pioneer Mesa Land Co LLC – Patrick Scanlan, Representative
I.

REQUEST AND SUMMMARY

The applicant requests approval of a Sketch Plan to subdivide approximately 28.76
acres into 79 single-family lots.
II.

PROJECT MAP

The property is located on the bluff above Pioneer Mesa Subdivision (Filing 1), which is
located in West Rifle, accessible from US Highway 6 via Swallow Lane, with the main
entrance at the intersection of Pioneer Way and W. 2nd Street (aka County Road 264).

Pioneer Mesa 2

III.

PROJECT HISTORY

The property known as Pioneer Mesa was annexed in 2003 and zoned Low Density
Residential – Planned Unit Development (LDR-PUD). The original sketch plan approval
was for a total of 112 residential lots with accompanying open space, trails, and
improved park(s).
Pioneer Mesa Filing 1 was recorded in 2004. It consists of 35 lots on the lower of the
two benches of the subdivision. To date within Filing 1 there remains 3 vacant lots, with
3 additional homes recently issued building permits. It also includes a privately
maintained park space, which doubles as a drainage facility. A HOA-owned trail was
built around the outside of the original subdivision but its condition has deteriorated over
the years.
In 2008 the original developer, without the permission of the City or any preliminary plan
approvals for Filing 2, began work on the infrastructure for Filing 2 on the upper bench
of the subdivision, including roughing in the access road that climbs the hill, constructing
a retaining wall, installing underground utilities (not connected to the system), and
pouring curbs/sidewalks. This work can clearly be seen in aerial photos of the property.
A portion of these improvements may be salvaged but only with much study and the
approval of the Public Works Department prior to the City’s acceptance. This is
discussed in staff review comments.
IV.

ZONING, LAND USE, AND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

The applicant acquired the property in 2017. The current proposal consists of 79 lots
that are generally between 6,000 and 7,000 square feet.
Because all prior land use approvals have expired, the property’s PUD zoning has
expired. The property is currently zoned LDR and the applicant is requesting a PUD. A
Planned Unit Development (PUD) offers a developer the opportunity to receive flexibility
from code provisions in exchange for benefits to the City provided by the project.
Pioneer Mesa has two requests for code flexibility. One is for the City to permit off-site
manufactured housing units, built either to the HUD or IBC codes. The applicant
intends to manufacture the units off-site and assemble/install them on each lot, thereby
saving construction costs. This has been the model of another development they
acquired in Dotsero. The second request is for flexibility to reduce the setbacks on
some lots that border steep slopes. See discussion of the PUD criteria in the Findings
section of this report.

Low-Density
Residential
PUD

Tourist
Commercial

Light Industrial

The Comprehensive Plan, adopted in 2009, designates this area LDR (3-6 units/acre).
The proposal for 79 single-family homes on approximately 28.76 acres is equal to 2.75
units/acre. Eight acres of the property are made up of steep hillsides, making the actual
density closer to 4/units per acre. For the sake of comparison, the proposed lot sizes
are smaller on average than the lots in the North Pasture/Promontory neighborhood.
The Planning Commission can also consider the Draft 2019 Comprehensive Plan in its
decision-making process. The Draft 2019 Comprehensive Plan includes Pioneer Mesa
within the “Tier 1” developable areas, and designates the Future Land Use of the
property as "Suburban Residential". This land use has a range of densities from 0.5
units/acre to 6 units/acre. These densities are consistent with both the "LDR" zone
district and the "Estate Zone" district, where the minimum lot size is 0.75 acres. The
Comprehensive Plan also notes that the city is reluctant to provide access to Phase 2,
due in part to the steepness of the slope and the ongoing maintenance costs and safety
issues that could result.

V.

SKETCH PLAN AND STAFF COMMENTS

The proposed subdivision consists of 79 single-family lots, many of which are just above
the minimum 6000 square foot size requirement for the LDR zone.

Staff has reviewed the proposed subdivision (a larger version is appended to this report)
and offered comments, which are also appended to this report. The primary concerns
include:
1) Access: Pursuant to the Fire Code, a secondary access is required when
development exceeds 30 units. There is no practical option for a secondary access,
which necessitates an exception in the Fire Code that requires sprinklers for all units.
In addition to being a singular access point, the proposed extension of Pioneer Way will
have at least a 10% slope and will require additional width and guardrails to ensure
protection of the houses below, along with longer term maintenance costs anticipated to
ensure safe access. Staff has concerns with winter snowplowing on this steep of a road
with no other access options to the neighborhood.
Furthermore, the intersection of Pioneer Way at W. 2nd Street could become
problematic with an increase in units. That road (County Road 264) is subpar and
prone to sheet flooding due to improper drainage. In addition, the CDOT Access
Control Plan for US Highway 6 anticipates a relocation of Swallow Lane in the future, to

more closely align with Pioneer Way and the entrance to the wastewater treatment plant
south of the highway. This could potentially be an expensive and difficult improvement
triggered by the Pioneer Mesa Filing 2 development. CDOT is requiring an update to
the previous traffic study to determine whether the previous traffic studies from this
project may need to address any concerns with additional traffic from this subdivision.
Staff did not require the developer to undertake this traffic study for the Sketch Plan
level of review, with the intention of allowing Planning Commission and Council to
provide feedback on the appropriate density of the project first.
2) Soils / slopes: There are portions of Filing 2 that have unstable soils and steep
slopes. It will be necessary to limit/ban lawn watering to ensure that additional moisture
is not added to the ground. Storm drainage will be a critical component of the
subdivision design (small detention ponds have been added within Filing 2). In addition,
increased setbacks along the east and south sides of the subdivision will be necessary.
3) Utilities: Utilities/services already installed will need to be inspected prior to being
reused in Filing 2.
4) Open Space: While the plan incorporates open spaces that provide buffers to
neighboring property, it has been the experience in Filing 1 that these open spaces,
mostly unusable hillsides, are not maintained and presents a fire/nuisance risk.
Furthermore, there have been concerns about maintenance of the existing private park
– an additional private park is proposed in Filing 2. While the new owners cannot be
responsible for the actions prior developers and/or HOAs, it will be imperative to outline
maintenance responsibilities for the subdivision after it is fully built.
VI.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that Planning Commission approve SKETCH PLAN RESIDENTIAL
2019-01 with the following conditions:
1. The number of units shall be limited to 25 per the principles of the draft 2019
Rifle Comprehensive Plan.
2. Staff comments shall be incorporated into the project for the Preliminary Plat
application.

VII.

FINDINGS

Pursuant to Section 16-5-280, the City shall consider the following criteria before
approving a project (staff comments shown in bold italics):
1. Conformance of the proposal with the City of Rifle Municipal Code;
The proposal is following the process as described in the code.
2. The compatibility of the proposal with the character of the surrounding area,
including but not limited to the architectural character of the neighborhood, the
average lot and building sizes in the neighborhood, and the relative value of the
proposed structure to the value of other structures in the neighborhood;
The proposal continues the existing character of the neighborhood as
discussed above.
3. The desirability for the proposed use in the specific area of the City;
New single-family home lots are desirable in this area, although the
infrastructure, access, and location issues make it questionable whether the
density and neighborhood character requested by the applicant is desirable in
this location. The Municipal Code states that the flexibility provided by a PUD
should be in exchange for benefits to the City. In this case it is difficult to
determine specific benefits that could not be better provided in other areas of
the City.
4. The potential for adverse environmental effects that might result from the proposed
use;
Adverse effects will be mitigated, consistent with staff review comments.
5. Compatibility of the proposed use and the site (or subdivision) plan with the City of
Rifle Comprehensive Plan;
The proposal meets the existing 2009 Comprehensive Plan, as Pioneer Mesa
was conceived during that era. However, Planning Commission may consider
that Rifle’s changed circumstances have led the City to more rigorously
adhere to "Smart Growth" principles in the draft 2019 Comprehensive Plan.
The 2019 Comprehensive Plan places high emphasis on infill development. It
promotes sustainable City infrastructure. It emphasizes that housing should
be constructed in walkable neighborhoods close to schools and services. This
is particularly relevant for workforce housing where families may have less
access to, and time for, vehicular travel.

Pioneer Mesa is one of several boom-era PUDs where the principles of the new
Comprehensive Plan would encourage a reevaluation of the development
character. At 79 units, the density of Pioneer Mesa will place stress on
infrastructure that is expensive to maintain with significant safety issues. The
proposal would locate a large number of working families in an area on the
edge of the community that is car-dependent and distant from schools,
amenities, and services.
The draft 2019 Comprehensive Plan identifies the Future Land Use of Pioneer
Mesa as "Suburban Residential" which has a density range between 0.5
units/acre (2-acre lots) and 6 units/acre (7,000 sq ft lots). The infrastructure,
access and location issues of Pioneer Mesa make the lower end of this density
range appropriate for the property. Half-acre lots, for example, would result in
20-30 units in Pioneer Mesa Phase 2. This would follow the Smart Growth
principles that are the foundation of the 2019 Comprehensive Plan, which
promote higher density on infill properties, and lower-density on the edges of
the community. The lower density would put less stress on infrastructure and
the City’s maintenance obligations. Fewer houses would also allow more units
to take advantage of the views the property provides.
6. The potential impact of the proposed use upon the value of property and buildings
within the surrounding area;
Staff would anticipate the development of a vacant area requiring ongoing
maintenance with new homes would be an improvement on surrounding
property values.
7. Conformance of the proposal with the approval requirements concerning water and
sewer tap availability for high volume use requests pursuant to Section 13-4-120 of
this Code, if applicable.
Not applicable.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This narrative presents our summary of our engineering analysis and findings associated with the proposed
development of Pioneer Mesa-Phase 2, located in the City of Rifle. Sopris Engineering (SE) performed a detailed
investigation of the infrastructure which was installed as part of Pioneer Mesa Phase 2. We therefore have
included additional detailed information in this report that would not normally be included in a Sketch Plan
narrative.
2.0 EXISTING SITE:
Pioneer Mesa PUD is located in Rifle, Colorado, Garfield County. It is on the north side of Second Street in West
Rifle. The original project consisted of two filings/phases, Phase 1 and Phase 2. Phase 1 is the portion of the
project on the lower bench, just north of Second Street and consists of 36 lots and is essentially built out. Phase 2 is
the portion of the project on the upper bench, however the Phase 2 plat was never finalized or recorded. Although
Phase 2 was never finalized or recorded, it was partially constructed in 2007-2008. The construction that occurred
was installation of water, sewer, storm, partially constructing an MSE wall on the access to Phase 2, installation of
roadway subgrade, curb and sidewalk improvements which were included on the Phase 2 drawings which were
prepared by QED. It is our understanding that shallow utilities were not installed beyond Phase 1. Sopris
Engineering (SE) has performed an extensive investigation of those installed utilities; from our observations and
testing they all appear to be in working order and meet City of Rifle standards.
The site is in good condition for being partially built for 10-12 years without any activity. SE reviewed the existing
plats, drainage report, design plans which were all prepared by QED and we have evaluated the current
construction and it appears to meet the City of Rifle code. In studying the drainage report, we understand all the
drainage from both Phase 1 and Phase 2 was intended to be detained on the lower Phase 1 detention areas. We
have reviewed the sizing of the detention as well as the as built shots for the detention and understand that the
detention was very closely built to the proposed design.
Utilities appear to be constructed within approximately 6” or less of where they were designed. These locations
seem to work with the proposed site layout, however minor changes to the service locations may be required but
that will be determined as we move forward into approvals and design.
3.0 PROPOSED SITE LOT LAYOUT:
The Phase 2 portion of Pioneer Mesa has been evaluated by our design time in order to determine if the site will fit
our client’s needs and comply with the City of Rifle Code. SE has also reanalyzed the lot layout that was originally
proposed for Phase 2, taking into account additional information from geotechnical investigation as well as the City
code. It is our understanding that lots can be as small as 6,000 square feet (sf) and still meet the P.U.D zoning.
We are proposing 79-single family lots.
3.1 Hillside Setback& Lot Layout
SE reached out to Kumar and Associates to provide additional geotechnical investigation on the north eastern
slope which drops a long/steep distance to the drainage below as well as along the southern edge of the bench
which also is adjacent to a steep slope. We requested the analysis to help us determine the minimum setback
from the proposed hillside top of slope. The north eastern slope setback was determined to be 17-feet and the
southern slope setback was determined to be 10-feet, both of which we have included into our proposed lot layout
to make sure future homes will be able to fit on the site. Additional setbacks we are proposing are as follows:
• 10-foot front yard setback
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20-foot to the garage from the back of sidewalk, or curb when no sidewalk is present
5- foot side yard setback
10-foot rear setback in all cases except along the steep hillsides mentioned above.
10-foot setback from southern top of slope

Lots are typically proposed at about 64’ wide and approximately 90’ deep and greater than 6,000 sf in all cases.
4.0 POTABLE WATER:
4.1 Existing Potable Water
As mentioned above potable water infrastructure was previously installed for Phase 2, based upon drawings which
were approved by the City of Rifle, however we understand that there was no final plat approval for Phase 2.
Based upon our investigation and testing, the infrastructure appears to be in working order and meet City of Rifle
standards. All surveyed existing water infrastructure is shown on C-1.1 Existing Conditions. We were able to locate
curb stops and meter pits for each previously proposed lot. We do not have confirmation of the material or sizes of
the installed services. There are currently no meters installed in the meter pits and most meter pits are installed to
serve two lots. The water mains throughout the project were installed with tracer wire which was utilized in
locating the main lines during our existing conditions survey. We confirmed that the water mains were installed
per plan with a 12-inch main being installed in Pioneer Trail from the Phase 1/Phase 2 line up to the intersection of
Pioneer Trail and Navajo Circle. The 12-inch main is reduced to an 8-inch before the 3-valve cluster at the
intersection, as all three valves are 8-inch valves. We confirmed that the main line which was installed consists of
C900 PVC.
We also performed a preliminary pressure test of the existing water infrastructure. The testing methods we
utilized are a limited, preliminary version of what would be required by the City. We preliminary tested all of the
infrastructure on the upper bench from the tee and three valves at the intersection of Pioneer Trail and Navajo
Circle at one time and it passed. We separately performed a preliminary pressure test of the 12” water main from
the valve cluster at the bottom of Pioneer Trail up to the tee and three valves at the intersection of Pioneer Trail
and Navajo Circle which passed as well. Based upon the results of our testing procedures, we believe the system
will pass the final acceptance testing with the City Personnel present.
4.2 Proposed Potable Water
The Project site will be served by the City of Rifle. To accommodate the currently proposed lot layout, some of the
previously installed water services will need to be relocated. We propose to utilize the previously installed water
system with the slight service modifications. The anticipated water uses are primarily potable water, fire
protection and irrigation. The system will be tested in accordance with the City of Rifle’s Public Works
requirements, with City Personnel present.
4.3 Water Usage
Water usage was calculated based on the EQR schedule included in the City of Rifle Land Use Code, Section 13-460. - EQR Classification. Based upon that code, each single-family residence up to 4 bedrooms with less than 5,000
sf of irrigated area is assigned 1-EQR and for the open space/park areas each 1,000 sf is assigned 0.15 EQRs (for
water only). We understand that for the City of Rifle, 1 EQR = 350 gallons per day. Total water usage is
summarized in the table below:
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Use
EQR/Unit Total EQRs GPD (1 EQR=350 GPD)
79 Single Family Lots 1/Lot
79
27,650
51,961 sf Open Space 0.15/1000 SF
7.79
2,726.50
TOTAL
86.79
30,377

As the site plan is further refined through the Preliminary/Final plan process, updated and more detailed EQR
calculations will be provided.
4.4 Fire Flow/Pressures
We are in receipt of, and have reviewed, a water model which was prepared by SGM, dated March 18, 2003. The
model analyzed the City’s water system to determine the recommendations for the water system design for
Pioneer Mesa. The model shows that with a 12” main line running from the connection on West 2nd to the tee at
the intersection of Pioneer Trail and Navajo Circle, with all other “branch” lines being 8” in diameter, design fire
flows on the upper bench would equal 1,000 gpm which is acceptable under the Rifle Fire Protection District’s
code, provided that the homes are limited in size to 3,600 square feet. This design allows for minimum pressures at
the highest elevation lots in the northwest portion of the subdivision in the 45 psi range under static conditions,
dropping to less than 40 psi given maximum daily demand conditions. Although low, these pressures meet the
City’s minimum requirement of pressures. The water model recommends that a note be added to the plat
indicating that some lot owners may want to purchase in-house booster pumps if they deem their service pressure
is inadequate. In reviewing QED’s design and what was installed, they did follow the recommendations within the
SGM water model.
5.0 SANITARY SEWER
5.1 Existing Sanitary Sewer
As mentioned above sanitary sewer infrastructure was previously installed for Phase 2, based upon drawings which
were approved by the City of Rifle, however we understand that there was no final plat approval for Phase 2.
Based upon our investigation and testing the system appears to be in working order and meet City of Rifle
standards. All surveyed existing sewer infrastructure is shown on the attached C-1.1 Existing Conditions.
We located a sewer service stub marker at each proposed lot; however, we do not know the size or type of pipe
which was installed to the marker. We exposed and manually cleaned, when necessary, all existing sewer
manholes. The manholes appear to have been constructed utilizing construction methods that would meet the
City’s requirements, although several did not have a frame and grate and for that reason were subject to
infiltration of gravels and mud. After the manholes were cleaned, we had a frame and grate placed on each of the
manholes which we found on site to help prevent further infiltration. The sewer mains are 8” PVC and are installed
at slopes of 0.4% or greater, which is also in compliance with the City of Rifle’s Public Works Manual. We did not
expose the sewer mains to confirm what type of PVC was installed. We also did not have the lines TV’d and we
have no records that was ever done. The sewer main is generally installed 8-9 feet deep from the current existing
grade at the manhole, and anywhere from 9-10 feet deep from the back of sidewalk, where sidewalk is installed.
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Therefore, with careful consideration of grading, basements may be possible in some or all of the lots in Phase 2,
without the need for an ejector pump.
We performed a preliminary pressure test of the existing sewer infrastructure. The testing methods we utilized are
a limited, preliminary version of what would be required by the City. The main lines all passed this preliminary test,
with the exception of the main line between SMH #28 and SMH #29 on the east end of the bench. It appears that
along this section of the main line, one of the 5-services may be suspect to the cause of failure. Prior to
construction, we will further investigate and determine what the issue is, we believe we would be able to find and
resolve the issue. We also performed a preliminary vacuum test on each of the manholes and they all passed. Our
testing methods were the same as what is required of by the City, however we did not perform the tests for the
duration which would be required by the City. Based upon the results of our testing procedures, we believe the
system will pass the final acceptance testing with the City Personnel present.
5.2 Proposed Sanitary Sewer
The Project site will be served by the City of Rifle. To accommodate the currently proposed lot layout, some of the
previously installed sewer services will need to be relocated. We propose to utilize the previously installed
sanitary sewer system with the slight service modifications. The system will be tested in accordance with the City
of Rifle’s Public Works requirements, with City Personnel present.
5.3 Sanitary Sewer Usage
According to the EQR schedule included in the City of Rifle Land Use Code, Section 13-4-60. - EQR Classification, the
developed site sewer usage is equal to 79 EQRs. With 1 EQR=350 GPD, the site is estimated to generate 27,650
gallons of effluent per day.
6.0 SHALLOW UTILITIES
The QED design drawings do not include any design for shallow utilities, therefore SE reached out to the various
utility companies to understand what was or was not planned. Our findings are detailed below per company
contacted:
 Gas and Electric: Xcel Energy:
Contact: Tillmon McSchooler
Ph: 970-244-2695
Xcel Energy prepared a design for Phase 2 and at the time, but the project was stopped and the
facilities were never installed beyond Phase 1. It is our understanding that gas and electric are stubbed
to serve this project near the Phase 1/Phase 2 development line. We were not able to locate those
stubs during our field investigation. As plans are further developed, it will be necessary to coordinate

with Xcel Energy on the needs of the development to determine how to serve Phase 2.
 Cable: Comcast Cable
Contact: Michael Johnson
Ph: 970-205-5432
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Comcast Cable also prepared a design for Phase 2, utilizing the design which Xcel prepared, but again, no
facilities were installed beyond Phase 1. We were not able to locate Comcast’s stubbed lines to Phase 2
during our field investigation. As plans are further developed, it will be necessary to coordinate with

Comcast on the needs of the development to determine how to serve Phase 2.
 Phone: Centurylink
Contact: Jason Sharpe
Ph: 970-328-8290
Centurylink also prepared a design for Phase 2, but no facilities were installed beyond Phase 1. They
did install pedestal number 2428 which is located at the bottom of Pioneer Trail to provide service to
Phase 2. We did not locate pedestal # 2428 nor did we locate any stubbed conduits during our field
investigation. As plans are further developed, it will be necessary to coordinate with Centurylink on the

needs of the development to determine how to serve Phase 2.
7.0 STORM SEWER SYSTEM/DRAINAGE
7.1 Existing Storm Sewer System
All surveyed existing storm sewer infrastructure is shown on the attached C-1.1 Existing Conditions. It appears that
the Phase 2 storm infrastructure was constructed generally in compliance with QEDs design, with the revision to
add a storm inlet on the south side of Navajo Circle. During our investigation, we found the culverts which were
installed to be HDPE.
We exposed and manually cleaned, when possible and necessary, all existing inlets/storm manholes. The inlets and
manholes appear to have been constructed utilizing construction methods that would meet the City’s
requirements, although the majority of them did not have a frame and grate and for that reason were subject to
infiltration of gravels and mud.
7.2 Proposed Storm Sewer System
We are in receipt of and have reviewed the Final Drainage Study for Pioneer Bench Subdivision, prepared by QED
along with the original design drawings. The drainage concepts and calculations detailed in the report account for
development of both Phase 1 and Phase 2 and generally seem to be appropriate. In reviewing both, all drainage
from Phase 2 was to be routed through the site and detained within the detention ponds constructed in Phase 1
and released into the Pioneer Ditch. There was no detention planned in Phase 2.
We understand that since constructed, it appears that the existing detention system in Phase 1 was undersized.
Therefore, with Phase 2, we have reconfigured the lots to allow for parks/open space and have allocated what
used to be two single-family lots for a stormwater detention area. This area will accept slightly over ½ of the
proposed detention needs that are currently accounted for in Phase 1. We believe this will greatly decrease the
burden on the lower detention areas and be a benefit to the upper Phase 2 lots creating another mixed-use open
space which can be used when not inundated with stormwater. The detention area would have an outfall
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structure with orifice and bleed off at the historic rate to greatly decrease the stormwater currently draining to
Phase 1.
A drainage analysis and narrative will be prepared and submitted with the Preliminary/Final plat application.
8.0 ROADS/SITE IMPROVEMENTS
8.1 Existing Roadways
All surveyed existing street/site improvements are shown on the attached C-1.1 Existing Conditions. During our
investigations, we found that concrete work on the upper bench to be partially complete and generally in good
condition. The valley pans are not currently installed. There is no asphalt installed in Phase 2. Pioneer Trail is not
graded to design width or slope and has no curb and gutter installed. The streets on the upper bench which are
installed are all installed to allow for a 28-foot wide asphalt street section. The original design includes curb and
gutter on both sides of the street with sidewalk on one side only. We do not see any issues with the original
design and/or installed streets on the upper bench as is, and in fact they match what was installed in Phase 1.
Curb and gutter was partially installed on the upper bench. We reviewed the grades of the installed curb and do
not see any major drainage issues that would require the existing curb and gutter to be removed. We found the
retaining wall along Pioneer Trail to be partially completed and generally in good condition.
8.2 Proposed Access-Pioneer Trail:
Pioneer Trail will be the main access to Phase 2 along the south side of the bench and as was mentioned above, it
was benched in with the previous construction activity. The access as previously designed back in 2007 was
approximately 31-feet wide. Based upon our experience, roadways that wide promote excessive speeds on such a
long straight portion. We are therefore proposing a 22-foot wide road from flow line of curb to flow line of curb.
We also propose a 12-foot wide path along the south side of the access road which would allow for total width of
trail and roadway of 35-feet. We understand there are some concerns with access during an emergency to the
site. This 12-foot wide path would be designed with a similar section to the roadway in order to handle traffic if an
accident blocked the roadway which we believe will help alleviate concerns about the access road and create a
situation in which life safety can be maintained to the upper bench. South of the proposed trail we propose
removing and re-constructing the MSE wall which was partially constructed and a handrail will be incorporated in
the wall. Refer to C-1.3 Sketch Road Sections for the proposed section of Pioneer Trail.
In addition to the width and section of the road we have also studied the grade of the road and the transitions of
the road from the lower site to the upper site. We have determined that we can maintain the City of Rifle’s
maximum slope of 10% and meet the K value requirement for transitions between grades. See the attached C-1.2
Access Road Plan and Profile.
8.3 On-Site Roadways: Navajo Circle, Chism Trail, Santa Fe Trail and Oregon Trail
On-site roadways have currently been constructed to approximately 31-feet wide (flow line to flow line). This
roadway does not exactly meet the City of Rifle Standards but we believe the roadway will adequately convey bidirectional traffic with parallel parking on one side of the road. We intend to leave the existing curb and sidewalk
in place and build from what is currently constructed and in good shape.
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In addition to the width and section of the road we have also studied the grade of the installed roads and have
determined that they are in compliance with the the City of Rifle’s minimum/maximum slopes K value
requirements for transitions between grades. As is noted above, the original design includes curb and gutter on
both sides of the street with sidewalk on one side only. We do not see any issues with the original design and/or
installed streets on the upper bench as is, and in fact they match what was installed in Phase 1 and therefore
propose moving forward with the same section as is shown on C-1.3 Sketch Road Sections.
8.4 Hillside stabilization
Along with the access up to the upper bench we have studied the existing slope of the hillside. The existing slope is
approximately a 2.5:1 slope which we typically do not have too much trouble stabilizing. Typically we can grade up
to approximately a 2.0:1 slope which can still be reasonably revegetated. We believe the current problem is that
there has not been enough attention dedicated to the hillside since the previous developer left. We will look at
seed drilling as a solution, as well as soil retention blankets for the hillside. Temporary irrigation will likely be
required to get the hillside established in a more efficient manner since the hillside is sloping south and will likely
dry out quickly. All of these techniques will be further analyzed as we move through Sketch plan and farther into
design.
9.0 Conclusion
Based upon our extensive investigations of the installed infrastructure, review of previous designs and reports it is
our opinion that all installed infrastructure which the City will ultimately own and maintain was installed in
compliance with the City’s rules and regulations and can be essentially finalized, tested and accepted by the City
with no major removals or modifications.
Additionally:
• Each lot can be served by each required utility.
• SE believes that the proposed Sketch plan meets the City of Rifle code, meets our client’s needs and will
move forward as a successful project.
• The proposed improvements included in the Sketch plan will not create negative impacts to existing
community in Phase 1.
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August 20, 2019
Brian Rusch
Planner II
City of Rifle, CO
brusche@rifleco.org
RE: Pioneer Mea F2 – Sketch Plan Comments
SE Job # 19087
Dear Brian,
This Letter is in response to the comments received 8/19/2019 via email to our client Patrick Scanlan and Fortius
Capitol.
Below are the comments in ITALICS and our responses in BOLD:
Colorado River Fire Rescue
Orrin Moon
Division Chief / Fire Marshal
1. In the 2015 International Fire Code (IFC), Appendix D section D107.1, states that one or two family dwelling
residential developments which exceed 30 dwelling units shall provide two separate approved fire
apparatus access roads. The existing filing I has one access road and filing II only shows on access road.
Exception 1 of D107.1 says “Where there are more than 30 dwelling units on a single public or private fire
apparatus access road and all dwelling units are equipped throughout with an approved automatic
sprinkler system in accordance with Section 903..1.1, 903.3.1.2 or 903.3.1.3. of the IFC, access from two
directions shall be required”. Pioneer Mesa shall build secondary approved road or shall install 13D Fire
sprinkler systems in every dwelling.
We will be looking into the 13D sprinkler systems for each unit in order to meet the fire code mentioned
above.
2. Fire hydrant spacing shall meet IFC Appendix c table 102.1. Fire hydrants shown on the plans exceed the
required spacing on the west side of the subdivision. One or two fire hydrants may need to be added to
meet the spacing requirements. If all dwelling units have fire sprinkler systems installed, then a 25%
increase on fire hydrant spacing is allowed.
With the addition of the sprinkler systems we do not believe we will need any additional fire hydrants.
3. All fire hydrants shall have steamer connection facing the roadway or access road
The fire hydrants will be oriented properly so that the steamer is facing the roadway. If any are
currently not facing the correct way they will be modified at the time of construction.
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4. Pioneer Mesa Filing II street names shall be reviewed and approved by both City of Rifle and Garfield
County Communications
We agree that Rifle and Garfield County Communication will need to review street names and approve,
we anticipate that happening while moving to preliminary plan.
5. Each dwelling shall meet IFC Section 505.1 and 505.2. Address Identification for new buildings.
We agree and anticipate this happening at building permit.
6. All fire department access roads shall meet IFC section 503. A engineer shall provide documentation to
verify that the roads are designed to this code section.
It is our intent to have the access meet the 503 section of the Fire code. Within that code it is noted that
the surface must handle 70,000 lbs, 20’ wide minimum and be an all-weather surface. It is our intent to
meet and exceed those requirements.
7. An approved Wildfire Assessment will need to be done and appropriate mitigation shall be completed prior
to any homes being built at the top of any slope in the subdivision.
We will reach out to a wildfire consultant for a Wildfire assessment on the property.
City of Rifle Public Works
Craig Spaulding
City Engineer
cspaulding@rifleco.org
1. For roadways, the soil was tested in 2003 by Grand Junction Lincoln DeVore, Inc to be “unstable” and Grand
Junction Lincoln DeVore underlined that “Due to the possibility of very high soil moisture in the subgrade
soils, the use of a Geotextile Fabric for separation and minor reinforcement placed beneath the Structural
Section, may be required along these road alignments.”
A. Due to the soils report roadways shall be constructed to accommodate water in the subgrade
without premature failure. The City of Rifle would consider Moderately Sever Instability Road
section acceptable under the condition that it was approved by the Geotech of record for the
proposed subdivision.
B. It needs to be confirmed as to whether or not the road was put on any fill and if so the design needs
to accommodate the settlement of the fill.
We anticipate getting a geotechnical engineer on board to analysis the current as constructed conditions.
We anticipate them analyzing the conditions present in the field and giving new recommendations for road
sections.
2. For the drainage, Grand Junction Lincoln DeVore, Inc states, “The addition of moisture by any means
whatsoever will weaken the internal cohesion of the soil and settlement/collapse may occur.” The report
also states that the soil is susceptible to “piping”.
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A. The detention ponds shall be designed as to not add moisture to the subsoils or be relocated.
B. Due to the catastrophic nature that the upper detention pond would fail if it was to do so the
maintenance and cost of maintenance of this pond must be discussed
Due to grades we do not believe we can move the detention area from where it is currently shown. We will
look at moving the detention area further from the hillside and therefore increasing the setback from the
hillside. Additionally we will look at potentially lining the detention area. Finally we anticipate the HOA will
be required to maintain this structure and all open space within the Filing 2.
3. For Lots adjacent to the hillsides, Kumar and Associates, Inc calculate the setback for buildings to be 17’if
the introduction of water is limited. Limiting the introduction of water is not practical as sprinklers begin to
leak and water is added. What is the slope layback if the soils were to become saturated and would this
affect the lots adjacent to the slopes?
Please see attachment 1 Kumar and Associates memo.
4. For the retaining wall, there shall be a guard rail for both vehicles and pedestrians. Pedestrian rails shall be
built per IBC requirements. The retaining wall shall be approved by the designer of the wall as being
installed in conformance of the design including required drainage.
It is our intent to remove what portion of the existing retaining wall has been constructed and reconstruct
the retaining wall with up to date construction means and methods. At the time of the construction of the
retaining wall we intend to add a guard rail for vehicles in conjunction with a handrail for pedestrians.
5. We discussed earlier looking over the annexation agreement and required improvements to W. 2nd Street.
IT appears that the intersection of W 2nd Street and CR 264 was to be improved per the recommendations in
the traffic study performed by LSC Transportation Consultants Inc. dated June 23, 2003. I could not find the
traffic study but the intersection does not seem to have seen any improvements. IF we could have the
developer provide the document we could confirm. Also in the annexation agreement, the developer is
responsible for any improvements required by CDOT. The developer should get with CDOT to see if what
their requirements would be.
The original traffic study has been provided 8/19/2019 via email from Patrick. Based on review of the traffic
study we do not believe any additional improvements are necessary. We will however reach out to CDOT
and verify if they require any improvements to the intersection of HWY 6 and W 2nd Street.
City of Rifle Utility Department
Robert P. Burns
Utility Director
970-665-6599
1. The narrative says it’s 12” waterline in pioneer trail but existing conditions drawing shows 8”, pressure
tests, disinfection and total coliform sampling will be required on potable water mains.
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The line has been potholed and verified that it is a 12” water line up to the top of the mesa. The line
type on the drawing was not updated properly and will be for the next round of submittals. We agree
that pressure test, disinfection and total coliform will be necessary as we move forward.
2. In addition to lamping sewer lines, they will need to have video inspection done to verify that lines are not
holding gravel, mud, etc. since the narrative states “although several did not have a frame and grate and
for that reason were subject to infiltration of gravels and mud” and may need to be jetted in a manner that
prevents gravels and mud from entering the accepted portions of the City of Rifle collection system.
We agree as written.
Tommy Klein
Police Department
1. I do not see an issue with the project other than the people on the lower section will not be happy with the
increased traffic. From a LE standpoint, looks fine despite the one road access.
Agree.
Department of Planning and Development City of Rifle
Brian Rusche
Planner II
brusche@rifleco.org
Zoning
1. Pioneer Mesa is currently zoned Low Density Residential – Planned Unit Development (LDR-PUD). Some of
the provisions of the PUD may need to be amended to accommodate the proposed Phase II. These
amendments can be done in conjunction with the Preliminary Plan, which will require a hearing at the
Planning Commission and City Council. In addition, documents such as covenants may also need to be
amended during this process. Furthermore, it will be imperative to ensure a proper HOA is in place (unsure
of the current status as it relates to Filing One) to manage common elements.
We agree with the zoning comments above and this will be address as we move into preliminary plan.
Subdivision Design:
2. The proposed subdivision design is an exact replica of previous versions, except with a few lots removed to
accommodate detention ponds, etc. While this does appear to meet zoning standards, including the
provision of a stub street, further refinement may be necessary due to the condition of the soils and hillsides
(see Engineer comments for further details). Specifically, the lots along the east property line include
potentially unstable slopes that render the true size(s) of the lots significantly smaller than platted (due to
building envelope restrictions). It may behoove the developer to incorporate additional common open space
around the perimeter of the project to “buffer” the lots from effectively unusable property. This is in
contrast to the outcomes on Filing One, in which several lots are severely encumbered by trail/drainage
easements, reducing their value without reducing their initial cost/ongoing assessment.
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